INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

In mammals, DNA methylation occurs at the C5 position of cytosine residues, primarily in CpG dinucleotides, 60--80% of which are methylated in a tissue and cell type specific pattern ([@B1]--[@B5]). The correct methylation pattern is essential for development and differentiation of cellular phenotypes, and aberrant DNA methylation is a driving force in the onset and progression of several diseases, in particular cancer ([@B6]--[@B9]). Recently, the presence of 6-methyladenine in mammalian DNA has been discovered ([@B10]--[@B13]), but reported m6A levels are low, its biological roles are still unclear and the responsible enzymes have not been identified yet; therefore, it will not be considered further in this review.

DNA-(cytosine C5)-methylation is introduced during early development of mammals and maturation of germ cells by two related DNA methyltransferases (MTases), DNMT3A and DNMT3B, with the help of the stimulatory factor DNMT3L. DNMT3A and DNMT3B were classically designated as *de novo* methyltransferases, because they do not show any significant preference between hemimethylated and unmethylated DNA substrates ([@B14],[@B15]). They are highly expressed in undifferentiated cells and germ cell precursors, but present at much lower levels in somatic cells. In the cell nucleus, DNMT3 enzymes localize to pericentromeric heterochromatin ([@B16],[@B17]), where they are tightly bound to nucleosomes containing methylated DNA ([@B18],[@B19]). After establishment, methylation patterns are preserved for the rest of the life of an organism, with small tissue-specific changes. During DNA replication, fully methylated CpG sites are converted into hemimethylated sites, which are then re-methylated mainly by the so-called maintenance methyltransferase DNMT1. This enzyme is present at the replication forks and preferentially methylates hemimethylated CpG sites, thereby copying the methylation pattern from the parental DNA strand onto the newly synthesized daughter strand ([@B3]--[@B4],[@B20]--[@B22]). DNMT1 is ubiquitously and highly expressed in proliferating cells, representing the major DNA methyltransferase activity in somatic tissues throughout mammalian development and is present only at low levels in non-dividing cells ([@B23]). The sub-nuclear localization of DNMT1 changes dynamically during the cell cycle, it is diffusely distributed in the nucleus during interphase, and localizes to the replication foci in S-phase creating a characteristic punctuate pattern ([@B24],[@B25]).

However, it has been recently recognized that this classification of DNA MTases into *de novo* and maintenance methyltransferases is an oversimplification and that DNA methylation is better described as a dynamic process of ongoing methylation and demethylation, in which DNMT1 and DNMT3 enzymes together play roles in both *de novo* and maintenance methylation ([@B1],[@B26]--[@B27]). This conceptual change in the perception of DNA methylation as a dynamic process has important implications entailing that it is the regulation and targeting of DNMTs that controls the methylation state of each CpG site, and not the conceptually simple copy process brought about by DNMT1 after DNA replication. However, the preference of DNMT1 for the methylation of hemimethylated CpG sites is certainly an important factor in the control of cellular DNA methlyation patterns. Consequently, the complex role of DNA methylation in human biology critically depends on the dynamic regulation and targeting of DNMTs by posttranslational modifications (PTMs), as well as by their interaction with other chromatin factors (e.g. histones), other interacting proteins or nucleic acids.

The general architecture of all three mammalian DNMTs is similar. They all are multi-domain proteins, in which two functional parts can be distinguished, a large N-terminal regulatory part and a smaller C-terminal part, harboring the catalytic center (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B3],[@B20]--[@B21]). The C-terminal domains of DNMTs contain 10 conserved amino acid motifs characteristic for DNA-(cytosine-C5)-MTases. They fold into a widely conserved structure found in all enzymes of this class, the so called 'AdoMet-dependent MTase fold', which consists of a mixed 7-stranded β-sheet formed by 6 parallel β strands and a 7th strand inserted into the sheet in an anti-parallel orientation between strands 5 and 6. Six alpha helices surround the central β-sheet on both sides ([@B20],[@B22]). The C-terminal domain of DNMTs is involved in AdoMet binding, DNA recognition and binding, target base flipping and catalysis. It contains a non-conserved region, the so-called target recognition domain (TRD) that is involved in DNA recognition and specificity.

![Domain structure of the mammalian DNMT enzymes. The human DNMT1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B and DNMT3L proteins consist of 1616, 912, 853 and 387 amino acid residues, respectively. Abbreviations used: DMAPD -- DNA methyltransferase associated protein 1 interacting domain, PBD -- PCNA binding domain, NLS -- Nuclear localization signal, RFTD -- Replication foci targeting domain, CXXC -- CXXC domain, BAH1 and BAH2 -- bromo-adjacent homology domains 1 and 2, GK~n~ -- glycine lysine repeats, PWWP -- PWWP domain, ADD -- ATRX-DNMT3-DNMT3L domain.](gkw723fig1){#F1}

The catalytic mechanism of DNA-(cytosine C5)-methyltransferases has been elucidated using prokaryotic DNA MTase as model systems more than two decades ago ([@B20],[@B28]). The transfer of the methyl group from the AdoMet to the C5 position of cytosine residues is enabled by the rotation of the target base out of the DNA double helix and its incorporation into a hydrophobic pocket in the active center of the enzyme next to the AdoMet, in a mechanism called base flipping. The base flipping is common to all DNA methyltransferases and it has recently been observed in the crystal structure of DNMT1, the first mammalian DNMT co-crystallized with its substrate DNA ([@B29]). The methylation of the C5 position of cytosine follows a two-step reaction mechanism. First, a catalytic cysteine residue located in the PCQ motif attacks the C6 position of the cytosine ring, leading to the formation of a covalent bond between the enzyme and the substrate base. This process leads to the activation of the C5 position and methyl group transfer. The addition of the methyl group to the base is followed by a deprotonation of the C5 atom, which resolves the covalent bond between the enzyme and the base in an elimination reaction ([@B20],[@B28]). Kinetic isotope effects have recently confirmed this two-step mechanism for DNMT1 ([@B30]). In addition, mutations of the key catalytic residues in DNMT3A were found to reduce its catalytic activity, although in some cases unexpected residual activity was observed ([@B31]--[@B33]).

The N-terminal parts of DNMTs, which are different between the DNMT1 and the DNMT3 family of enzymes, comprise several domains with regulatory functions. They guide the nuclear localization of the enzymes, mediate their interaction with other proteins, regulatory nucleic acids (like non-coding RNAs) and chromatin, and are subject to post-translational modifications. Moreover, recent structural and biochemical data have demonstrated that the arrangement of these domains plays a central role in the regulation of the biological functions of DNMTs, because they are involved in the allosteric regulation of the enzymes' activity, specificity and localization.

STRUCTURE, MECHANISM AND REGULATION OF DNMT1 {#SEC2}
============================================

Domain composition of DNMT1 {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------

DNMT1 is a large enzyme, occurring in different isoforms generated by alternative splicing and the usage of an alternative promoter ([@B3],[@B21]). DNMT1 contains multiple functional domains located in its N-terminal part that is joined to the C-terminal part by a flexible linker composed of lysine-glycine (KG) repeats (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The N-terminal part serves as a platform for the assembly of various proteins involved in the control of DNA replication and repair, chromatin structure and gene regulation. It is composed of several domains that are listed here in the order from the N- to the C-terminus. The DMAP1 (DNA methyltransferase-associated protein 1) interaction domain contacts the transcriptional repressor DMAP1. With this interaction, DNMT1 targets DMAP1 to replication foci throughout S phase ([@B34]). DMAP1 influences maintenance methylation by DNMT1 in early development ([@B35]) and affects the stability of DNMT1 in cells ([@B36]). The PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) binding domain (PBD) is involved in the targeting and tethering of DNMT1 to the replication fork during S phase that supports DNA methylation in cells ([@B37],[@B38]). It also contains an AT-hook-like DNA binding motif ([@B39]). The replication foci targeting domain (RFTD) is involved in the targeting of DNMT1 to replication foci ([@B25]) and centromeric chromatin ([@B24]). It interacts with UHRF1 (ubiquitin-like with PHD and ring finger domains 1) protein ([@B40],[@B41]) that binds to hemimethylated DNA and chromatin modifications and also contains a RING E3 ligase domain. The RFTD domain is followed by the CXXC domain, which binds unmethylated DNA ([@B42]--[@B44]) and comprises a zinc finger containing eight cysteine residues and two zinc ions. Finally, the BAH1 and BAH2 (bromo-adjacent homology 1 and 2) domains are necessary for the folding of DNMT1. It is currently unknown whether they have further functional roles, although chromatin targeting by a BAH domain has been described in plant DNMTs ([@B45]).

Structure of a catalytically active DNMT1 fragment with bound substrate DNA {#SEC2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The structural arrangement of the particular domains in DNMT1 has recently been revealed by several crystallographic studies ([@B29],[@B43],[@B46]--[@B48]) (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, these studies demonstrated that the various domains in the N-terminal part of DNMT1 surround and contact the C-terminal catalytic domain, indicating that the proper folding of the catalytic domain likely requires its N-terminal domains. Unexpectedly, the crystal structures also revealed that the enzyme undergoes large domain rearrangements, which allosterically regulate its catalytic activity (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Structures of DNMT1 with different N-terminal domains. The RFT, CXXC, BAH1, BAH2 and catalytic domains are shown in dark green, red, orange, purple and blue, respectively. (**A**) DNMT1 in an active conformation with DNA (light green) bound in the active site ([@B29]). Removal of the autoinhibitory RFTD can be triggered by UHRF1 ([@B40],[@B41]). (**B**) DNMT1 with unmethylated DNA bound to the autoinhibitory CXXC domain ([@B43]). (**C**) DNMT1 with the RFT domain blocking access to the active site ([@B46]).](gkw723fig2){#F2}

A C-terminal fragment of DNMT1 comprising the BAH domains and the catalytic domain showed an open conformation of the catalytic center, in which the enzyme was able to bind and methylate substrate DNA ([@B29]) (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The elucidation of this complex structure represented a breakthrough in the field, as it provided the first example of a mammalian DNMT structure solved with its substrate DNA bound in the active site. It confirmed that the C-terminal domain of DNMT1 adopts the canonical AdoMet-dependent MTase fold. As expected, it showed the target base flipped out of the DNA helix and bound to the enzyme in a manner reminiscent of other DNA MTases. Moreover, several contacts of the enzyme to the target CpG site were identified, which were confirmed in kinetic studies as essential for enzymatic activity and recognition of the CpG site ([@B49]). The BAH1 and BAH2 domains of the mouse DNMT1 (mDNMT1) are connected by an α-helix and are arranged in a dumbbell like manner on the left and right side of the catalytic domain. Despite low sequence conservation, both BAH domains adopt a common distorted barrel structure comprising a mixture of 10 parallel and antiparallel β‐strands and one helix. The close contacts between the BAH domains and the catalytic domain suggest that the isolated catalytic domain would probably be misfolded, which explains why it is catalytically inactive in an isolated form ([@B50],[@B51]).

As mentioned above, DNMT1 shows a preference for hemimethylated DNA as compared to unmethylated substrates, supporting its role as maintenance MTase ([@B29],[@B44],[@B49]--[@B50],[@B52]). Its intrinsic preference for hemimethylated DNA has been estimated to about 30- to 40-fold ([@B53]), but it largely depends on the exact substrate sequence, its length and the reaction conditions. Mechanistically, the specificity of DNMT1 is mediated by the binding of the methyl group of the hemimethylated CpG site into a hydrophobic pocket in the C-terminal domain of the methyltransferase formed by C1501, L1502, W1512, L1515 and M1535, which favors the binding of hemimethylated CpG sites ([@B29]). Further details of this process and eventual conformational changes after binding to an unmethylated CpG site could only be uncovered, if a structure of DNMT1 with an unmethylated DNA bound to the active center became available. The recognition of the 5mC-G base pair is further mediated by M1535, K1537, Q1538 and R1237, which form side-chain and backbone H-bonds to the edges of the base pair in the major and minor groove ([@B29]). These interactions explain why the 5mC and the corresponding G in the target DNA strand are very accurately recognized by DNMT1 and cannot be exchanged by other nucleotides ([@B49]).

Moreover, the DNMT1 structure with DNA bound in the active center also uncovered additional unforeseen rearrangements in the DNMT1--DNA structure, including the formation of a non-Watson--Crick base pair of the orphan G residue with a G flanking the CpG site. The (then orphaned) C of the flanking G:C base pair was rotated out of the DNA helix in a direction roughly opposite to the target C flipping. However, kinetic experiments could not provide evidence for this reshuffling of base pairs and the double base flipping ([@B49]), suggesting that this structure may still not capture the true transition state of the methylation reaction.

DNMT1 structures reveal allosteric control of its activity {#SEC2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------

The structure of a larger DNMT1 C-terminal fragment additionally containing the CXXC domain was solved in complex with an unmethylated DNA. Unexpectedly, the DNA did not bind to the catalytic domain, but a CpG site-specific DNA binding to the CXXC domain was observed ([@B43]) (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CXXC domain of mDNMT1 adopts a crescent-like structure. It contains two short helical segments that bind two zinc ions; each of them is coordinated by four conserved cysteine ligands provided by two CGXCXXC motifs and two distal cysteine residues. The CXXC domain binds DNA by approaching the major groove, with the protein located perpendicularly to the DNA axis. This allows a loop segment (consisting of R684-S685-K686-Q687) to form base-specific contacts and phosphodiester interactions that contribute to the recognition of an unmethylated CpG site ([@B43]).

This observation led to the proposal that the CXXC domain of DNMT1 might have an autoinhibitory function and that it would act as a specificity filter by preventing unmethylated DNA from accessing the active site. Kinetic experiments with the truncated DNMT1 used for the structural analysis indeed revealed a clear influence of the CXXC domain on the specificity of DNMT1 ([@B43]). Surprisingly, similar experiments conducted with the full-length DNMT1 did not provide evidence for a role of the CXXC domain in the specificity of DNMT1 ([@B44]), indicating that the presence of additional domains may influence the domain arrangement. Further experiments are needed to resolve this interesting discrepancy.

Finally, another crystal structure of an almost complete DNMT1 fragment, including the RFT domain but without DNA was solved ([@B46]) and the structure of the isolated RFT domain has been obtained as well ([@B47]). The RFT domain consists of a zinc-binding motif, followed by a six-stranded β-barrel and a helical bundle, consisting of five closely associated alpha helices ([@B47]). The DNMT1 structure containing the RFT domain provided additional seminal insights into the mechanism of DNMT1, because unexpectedly, it showed that the RFT domain is deeply inserted into the DNA-binding pocket of the catalytic domain, thereby inhibiting the enzyme ([@B46]) (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The autoinhibitory binding of the RFT domain to the catalytic domain is stabilized by several hydrogen bonds between both protein parts and ionic interactions between the negative electrostatic potential of the RFT domain and the positive potential of the DNA binding site in the catalytic domain ([@B46]). Autoinhibition of the activity of DNMT1 by the RFT domain was confirmed in biochemical studies ([@B46],[@B47]). Interestingly, engineering of this interface led to an alteration of the DNMT1 conformation, generating a methyltransferase that was hyperactive *in vitro* and in cells ([@B54]).

Mechanism of DNMT1 {#SEC2-4}
------------------

Several *in vitro* studies have shown that DNMT1 is a highly processive enzyme, able to methylate long stretches of hemimethylated DNA without dissociation from the substrate ([@B52],[@B55]--[@B56]). During processive methylation, methyl groups are introduced only in one strand of the DNA, which indicates that DNMT1 does not exchange DNA strands while moving along its substrate ([@B55]). Due to its high processivity, DNMT1 is a very effective enzyme, ideally suited to follow DNA replication and methylate the newly synthetized DNA strand before the chromatin is reassembled. The structure of DNMT1 with bound substrate DNA ([@B29]) showed that the enzyme enwraps the DNA, which enables it to slide along the substrate and catalyze several successive methylation reactions without dissociation from the DNA. Therefore, the ability of DNMT1 to adopt open and closed conformations might not only be involved in the regulation of its activity, but also of its processivity, because the ability of the enzyme to adopt a closed conformation after DNA binding may help preventing its dissociation from the DNA and thereby increase the processivity.

Allosteric regulation and targeting of DNMT1 by interacting partners {#SEC2-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above, accumulating experimental evidence indicates that the autoinhibitory mechanism of the RFT domain plays a central role as an allosteric trigger in DNMT1 (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The flexible arrangement of different domains in DNMT1 is controlled by linker regions, which form interactions with surface clefts of the domains. Both the linkers and the surface clefts are subject to many PTMs in DNMT1, including phosphorylation, acetylation and ubiquitination, which might directly control the positioning of these domains in DNMT1 (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, binding of individual domains to various interacting partners has been shown to alter the domain arrangement and the activity of DNMT1.

![Regulatory mechanisms controlling the activity, targeting and stability of DNMT1. The figure illustrates the complex interplay between DNMT1, UHRF1, USP7, PCNA and chromatin. Enzymatic activities are indicated by arrows. Binding ('reading') interactions are symbolized by dotted lines. For details cf. the text.](gkw723fig3){#F3}

![Representation of posttranslational modifications (PTMs) found in human DNMT1 on the structure of murine DNMT1 ([@B46]). Phosphorylations, acetylations, methylations and ubiquinations retrieved from Phosphosite Plus are represented by red circles labeled with P, A, M or U, respectively. The DNMT1 domains are colored as in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.](gkw723fig4){#F4}

### The DNMT1--PCNA interaction {#SEC2-5-1}

The sub-nuclear localization of DNMT1 changes dynamically during the cell cycle ([@B3],[@B21]). It is diffusely distributed in the nucleus during interphase when cells are not replicating, but in the early and mid S-phase DNMT1 localizes to the replication foci in cells actively synthesizing DNA, creating a characteristic punctuate pattern. The targeting of DNMT1 to replication foci during S-phase is mediated by the PCNA binding domain ([@B37]), the replication foci targeting domain ([@B25]) and the BAH domains ([@B57]) (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Through the PBD domain, DNMT1 directly interacts with PCNA, the processivity factor of the DNA replication machinery ([@B24]). DNMT1 and PCNA co-localize *in vivo*, indicating that PCNA might recruit DNMT1 to the replication fork and load it onto DNA. Indeed, expression of a truncated DNMT1, which lacks parts of the PBD domain, led to a delay in the re-methylation of DNA after replication ([@B38]). However, it did not cause massive defects in DNA methylation, indicating that the interaction of PCNA with DNMT1 contributes to the efficiency of DNA re-methylation, but is not indispensable for this process. In addition, *in vitro* experiments provided evidence that the interaction with PCNA increases DNA binding and catalytic activity of DNMT1, suggesting that it may also exert allosteric effects on the catalytic domain ([@B58]).

During progression of the S-phase, the sub-nuclear pattern of DNMT1 localization changes from small, punctuate and abundant structures in early S-phase to fewer, large, toroidal structures in late S phase, which co-localize with the late-replicating heterochromatic satellite DNA ([@B24]--[@B25],[@B59]), and some DNMT1 remains associated with centromeric heterochromatin in the late S and G2 phases, even after heterochromatin replication. The interaction with heterochromatin is mediated by the PBD domain of DNMT1 in a replication-independent manner ([@B24]) and it is also at least in part mediated by the interaction of DNMT1 with UHRF1, as described in the next section.

### The DNMT1--UHRF1 interaction {#SEC2-5-2}

Another pathway of DNMT1 targeting was discovered about 10 years ago with the finding that UHFR1 is required for the maintenance of DNA methylation in mammals ([@B60],[@B61]). UHRF1 specifically binds to hemimethylated DNA via its SET and RING associated (SRA) domain ([@B60],[@B62]--[@B64]) and its localization to replicating heterochromatin is dependent on the presence of hemimethylated DNA ([@B61]). UHFR1 co-localizes with DNMT1 and PCNA at replicating heterochromatic regions during mid to late S-phase and the association of DNMT1 with chromatin is lost in UHFR1 knockout (KO) cells ([@B60],[@B61]). Remarkably, the phenotype of the UHFR1 KO in mice mimics that of the DNMT1 KO, as UHRF1-deficient embryos die shortly after gastrulation and show significantly reduced levels of DNA methylation genome-wide ([@B61]), indicating that UHRF1 has an essential role in the maintenance of DNA methylation. These observations led to a model that UHFR1 recruits DNMT1 to replicated hemimethylated DNA to facilitate its efficient re-methylation ([@B65]) (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Later, it was found that UHRF1 is part of a complex chromatin interaction network (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and two additional domains of UHRF1, the tandem Tudor domain (TTD) and the plant homeodomain (PHD) further contribute to the maintenance of DNA methylation. TTD binds histone 3 tails methylated at lysine 9 (H3K9me3) and unmethylated at lysine 4 ([@B66],[@B67]), whereas the PHD domain binds to H3 tails unmodified at arginine 2 (H3R2) ([@B68]--[@B70]). The interaction with H3K9me3 is required for the localization of UHRF1 to heterochromatin and for maintenance DNA methylation, since a mutation in TTD, which prevents binding of UHRF1 to H3K9me3, abolished both functions ([@B66],[@B67]). Similarly, disruption of H3R2 binding abolished DNA methylation by DNMT1 in cells ([@B71]). These data indicate that the coordinated recognition of two histone marks, H3K9me3 and H3R2, by UHRF1 as well as its interaction with hemimethylated DNA are all necessary for guidance of DNMT1 to DNA and subsequent maintenance of DNA methylation patterns ([@B72],[@B73]). Recently, the central role of the H3K9me2/UHRF1/DNMT1 axis in the control of DNA methylation has also been demonstrated in the differentiation of ES cells ([@B74]).

In line with the general model of combined targeting and allosteric activation of DNMTs by interactors proposed here, UHRF1 was also shown to directly stimulate the catalytic activity of DNMT1, by interacting with the RFT domain of the MTase and relieving the auto-inhibition mediated by this domain ([@B40],[@B41]). Moreover, the RING domain of UHRF1 has been shown to ubiquitinate H3 at K18 and K23 ([@B71],[@B75]). Ubiquitinated H3 is bound by DNMT1, leading to the stimulation of its methyltransferase activity. Finally, UHRF1 is involved in the ubiquitination of DNMT1 that reduces DNMT1\'s stability (see below). All these observations demonstrate that UHRF1 is a multifaceted regulator of DNMT1 activity, targeting and stability (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, a structural and biochemical study has shown that UHRF1 also employs a domain conformational change triggered by binding of hemimethylated DNA to enhance H3K9me3 binding ([@B76]), indicating that conformational changes dictate the behavior of different subunits of chromatin complexes.

### Binding of the DNMT1--RFTD to H3-ubiquitination {#SEC2-5-3}

Recent studies demonstrated the role of histone H3 ubiqitination in DNMT1 function. DNMT1 associates with the ubiquitylated H3 through its RFT domain and this interaction contributes both to the targeting of DNMT1 to replication foci and to the activation of the enzyme ([@B71],[@B75]), providing yet another example of a concerted regulation of multiple aspects of DNMT\'s function. The ubiqitination of the H3 tail is introduced through the E3 ligase activity of the UHRF1 RING domain ([@B71],[@B75]). Ubiquitination has been observed at K18 and K23 of H3, and also on DNMT1 itself, but it is unclear at present how these findings are related. These data highlight another important connection between the DNMT1 and UHRF1-mediated chromatin interactions, which is essential for an efficient maintenance methylation to occur (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Whether conformational changes of DNMT1 are involved in this process is not known at present.

### The DNMT1--USP7 interaction {#SEC2-5-4}

Several studies showed that Ubiquitin-specific protease 7 (USP7), also known as Herpes virus-associated ubiquitin-specific protease (HAUSP), binds to DNMT1 and increases its stability through deubiquitination ([@B77]--[@B79]) (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). DNMT1 and USP7 form a stable, soluble complex that associates with UHRF1 as a trimeric complex on chromatin ([@B78]). The crystal structure of a human DNMT1 fragment starting with the CXXC domain in complex with USP7, but without DNA revealed that the interaction of both proteins is mainly mediated by the KG linker of DNMT1 and an acidic pocket near the C-terminus of USP7. Mutations of these acidic residues in USP7 and acetylation of the lysine residues of the KG linker in DNMT1 disrupted the interaction between DNMT1 and USP7, leading to increased proteasomal degradation of DNMT1 ([@B80]). Interestingly, binding of USP7 also increased the activity of DNMT1 *in vitro* ([@B78]), indicating that USP7 acts as a general positive factor of DNMT1, by increasing the stability and activity of the methyltransferase. It is currently unknown, whether USP7 binding affects the autoinhibition of DNMT1 by the N-terminal domain. While no conformational changes were observed in the structure of USP7 bound to a DNMT1 fragment starting with the CXXC domain ([@B80]), the binding of USP7 to the KG linker region suggests that it might restrict the ability of the full-length DNMT1 to adopt certain conformations in solution. In addition, USP7 deubiquitinates other chromatin-associated proteins, including histone H2B and the histone acteyltransferase Tip60, and it prevents autoubiquitinylation of UHRF1, which increases its stability ([@B78]), indicating that USP7 plays an important general role in epigenetic regulation ([@B81]).

Regulation of activity and specificity of DNMT1 by nucleic acid binding {#SEC2-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

DNMT1 contains multiple DNA binding sites, which contribute to the allosteric regulation of its activity and specificity. Several early studies showed that the enzyme has reduced specificity in the presence of methylated DNA ([@B50],[@B82]--[@B85]). This effect was due to an increase in the methylation rate of of unmethylated DNA, while the methylation of hemimethylated DNA was weakly inhibited ([@B50],[@B52]). These data suggest that binding of the methylated DNA to the N-terminal part of the enzyme induces an allosteric activation and relaxation of specificity, which stimulate the methylation of unmethylated DNA. However, the molecular mechanism of this allosteric activation of DNMT1 is currently unknown; the CXXC domain ([@B50]) and the residues 284--287 of the murine DNMT1 ([@B85]) have been implicated in it, suggesting that DNA binding to the CXXC domain may mediate the effect. In addition, a general inhibitory effect of unmethylated DNA on DNMT1 was demonstrated in several studies ([@B84],[@B86]--[@B87]). The binding site for this substrate inhibition effect was localized within the first 501 amino acids of DNMT1 ([@B88]). Additional evidence suggests that binding of methylated DNA to the N-terminal inhibition site also causes de-repression of the enzyme ([@B88]). Whether these various inhibition and stimulation effects are due to binding to the same or different sites and to what extend different DNAs compete for the different sites is not clear. Moreover, the involvement of direct binding of these DNAs to the catalytic domain can also not be excluded.

Interestingly, many studies found that binding of DNMT1 to unmethylated DNA at an allosteric site reduces its activity, while binding to methylated DNA increases it. This observation could be related to the bimodal nature of DNA methylation patterns found in the human genome that mainly comprises highly methylated or completely unmethylated regions ([@B89]--[@B91]). Propagation of such bimodal methylation patterns is supported by the allosteric binding of DNA to secondary sites in DNMT1, because DNMT1 would be activated on methylated regions and inactivated on unmethylated DNA, which would lead to a further gain of methylation at highly methylated regions and loss of methylation at lowly methylated regions.

Besides DNA, DNMT1 is able to bind to different non-coding RNAs. Initial studies revealed that DNMT1 purified from insect cells contained inhibitory RNA ([@B92]). Later, it was discovered that RNA binding regulates the activity of DNMT1 in a locus specific manner ([@B93]). A long non-coding RNA (ncRNA) originating from the CEBPA locus was shown to bind and inhibit DNMT1, and prevent the methylation of this locus. Similar effects were observed for several other loci on the genomic level ([@B93]). Based on these findings, the authors proposed a model, in which the ncRNAs transcribed at one locus shield this locus from methylation. Thereby, the expression of the locus would be amplified, causing a positive feedback loop that keeps the locus unmethylated and transcriptionally active. Recently, it was also reported that DNMT1 binds to microRNAs (miRNAs), like miR-155-5p ([@B94]). Similarly to the long ncRNAs, miRNAs function as inhibitors of DNMT1 and the transfection of miRNAs into cells influences cellular DNA methylation ([@B94]). RNA binding was mapped to the catalytic domain of DNMT1 ([@B93],[@B94]), and the miRNAs were shown to act as DNA competitive inhibitors ([@B94]), suggesting that the inhibition of DNMT1 by RNAs is based on a direct competition between the RNA and the substrate DNA for access to the catalytic center. However, it is also conceivable that the additional DNA binding sites described above could bind regulatory RNAs, leading to allosteric effects. Hence, important features of the interaction of DNMT1 with regulatory DNA and RNA are not yet understood at a molecular level and deserve further attention.

Regulation of DNMT1 by PTMs {#SEC2-7}
---------------------------

DNMT1 undergoes several PTMs, including phosphorylation, methylation, ubiquitination, acetylation and sumoylation. Following the initial identification of serine 515 as a major phosphorylation site in murine DNMT1 purified from insect cells ([@B95]), several phosphorylated serine, threonine and tyrosine residues have been identified in targeted and high-throughput proteomics approaches with DNMT1 purified from human cells. Currently, more than 100 PTM sites have been mapped on human and mouse DNMT1 (<http://www.phosphosite.org>) (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). They localize to the crucial parts of the methyltransferase: on the surfaces of the DNMT1 domains, where they can influence the interaction with other proteins, in the linker regions connecting the domains, where they can directly affect the conformation of the enzyme, and in the catalytic domain, where they might directly regulate activity.

Unfortunately, only few of the DNMT1 PTMs have been functionally studied. The phosphorylated S515 in murine DNMT1 is involved in the interaction between the N-terminal and catalytic domains of DNMT1 and is necessary for the activity of the enzyme ([@B96]). Phosphorylation of S146 in the human enzyme introduced by casein kinase 1 delta/epsilon decreases the DNA binding affinity of DNMT1 ([@B97]), whereas phosphorylation of S127 and S143 regulates the interaction of DNMT1 with PCNA and UHRF1 ([@B98]). The S143 of DNMT1 is phosphorylated by AKT1, which leads to the stabilization of the methyltransferase ([@B99]). Recently, a specific 14-3-3 family reader protein for this modification was identified ([@B100]). It binds to the phosphorylated DNMT1, leading to the inhibition of DNMT1 activity *in vitro* and in cells, and subsequent aberrant DNA hypomethylation ([@B100]). Finally, phosphorylation of DNMT1 by protein kinase C (PKC) has been reported, but the target sites have not yet been identified ([@B101]). The functional significance of many other phosphorylations in DNMT1 still needs to be elucidated and, in particular, the influence of the PTMs on the allosteric regulation of DNMT1 activity, specificity and localization deserves further attention.

Multiple acetylation sites have been identified on DNMT1 up to date in proteomics analyses ([@B102]--[@B104]) (<http://www.phosphosite.org>); however, their functional significance has only begun to be revealed. Initial experiments with deacetylase inhibitors demonstrated the involvement of acetylation in the control of DNMT1 stability ([@B104],[@B105]). Recently, an elegant mechanism regulating the abundance of DNMT1 during cell cycle has been identified. It starts with the acetylation of the lysine residues in the KG linker of DNMT1 catalyzed by the acetyltransferase Tip60 ([@B77],[@B79]). KG acetylation leads to the UHRF1-mediated ubiquitination of DNMT1, resulting in its proteasomal degradation at the end of DNA replication. In turn, histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1) increases the stability of DNMT1 ([@B77],[@B79]). This effect is meditated by the deacetylation of the KG linker, followed by binding of the USP7 deubiquitinase to DNMT1, which prevents its ubiquitination ([@B80]). In addition, SIRT1 deacetylates DNMT1 at several sites and thereby regulates the activity and function of the methyltransferase as well ([@B104]).

The first described example of lysine methylation on DNMT1 was the monomethylation of K142 by SET7/9, which occurs mainly during late S-phase and promotes proteasomal degradation of the methyltransferase in a cell cycle-dependent manner ([@B106]). The methylation level is higher in the absence of the LSD1 lysine demethylase, suggesting that methylation of DNMT1 is reversible ([@B107]). In addition, as K142 is located directly next to S143, its methylation is antagonistic with the AKT1 mediated phosphorylation of S143 described above ([@B99]). This phospho-methyl switch is yet another example of the complex mechanisms that have evolved to fine-tune the function of DNMT1. We anticipate that many more examples of the crosstalk of DNMT1 PTMs will be discovered in the future. PTMs are ideally suited to mediate regulation of DNMT1 function, including either direct effects occurring through conformational changes of DNMT1 or by recruiting modification specific readers. Via both pathways, critical properties of the enzyme could be regulated, including enzyme stability, targeting, interaction with other proteins or its catalytic properties, like the overall activity, processivity and eventually specificity.

In summary, while we have already learned a lot about the structure and mechanism of DNMT1, there are still gaps in our understanding of its allosteric regulation, because all currently available structures of DNMT1 were obtained with truncated proteins, therefore, they might not represent the exact domain arrangement in the full-length enzyme. In addition, structures of posttranslationally modified DNMT1 are currently unavailable, and full-length DNMT1 structures in complex with interacting proteins are missing, raising the possibility that additional and perhaps even more complicated allosteric control effects might be discovered in the future. Moreover, as mentioned above, the thorough understanding of the atomic details of the recognition of the hemimethylated DNA awaits the availability of a structure containing an unmethylated substrate DNA and subsequent molecular dynamics simulations.

STRUCTURE, MECHANISM AND REGULATION OF DNMT3 ENZYMES {#SEC3}
====================================================

Domain composition of DNMT3 enzymes {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------------------

The DNMT3 family comprises three paralogues, DNMT3A, DNMT3B and DNMT3L, which all share considerable sequence similarity (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Several isoforms of DNMT3A and DNMT3B, resulting from alternative splicing or use of alternative start codons have been identified both in mouse and human cells ([@B3]). Like DNMT1, the DNMT3 proteins contain a C-terminal domain, which in the case of DNMT3A and DNMT3B contains the active center, and an N-terminal domain involved in the targeting of the enzymes to chromatin and regulation of their function ([@B3]). In the N-terminal part, two functional domains are present, the ADD (ATRX-DNMT3-DNMT3L) domain and the PWWP domain, which is missing in DNMT3L.

The ADD domain comprises three subdomains ([@B108],[@B109]). The first subdomain contains four Cys residues, which bind a Zinc ion and form a GATA-like zinc finger. The second subdomain binds two zinc ions with eight Cys residues and forms a PHD finger with a cross-braced topology that is packed against the GATA-like finger. Finally, a long C-terminal α-helix that runs out from the PHD finger makes extensive hydrophobic contacts with the N-terminal GATA finger. The ADD domains mediate the interaction of all three DNMT3 proteins with histone H3 tails unmethylated at lysine K4 ([@B110]--[@B113]), similarly as in ATRX ([@B114]). In addition, this domain is involved in the interaction of DNMT3A with various components of the epigenetic machinery. Notably, the ADD domain has recently been implicated in the allosteric control of DNMT3A (see below), indicating that ADD-mediated interactions with other proteins could have direct regulatory effects on the catalytic activity of the MTase.

The PWWP domain of DNMT3A and DNMT3B is a conserved region of 100--150 amino acids, containing a characteristic proline--tryptophan motif (hence the name PWWP). PWWP domains belong to the Royal domain super-family, members of which interact with histone tails in various modification states ([@B115]). The structures of the PWWP domain from both DNMT3A and DNMT3B have been solved ([@B116],[@B117]) and showed that it is divided into an N-terminal β-barrel, consisting of five antiparallel strands and a C-terminal helical bundle composed of five helices. The PWWP motif, which is a part of the β-barrel, is located at the interface of the two substructures ([@B116]). The PWWP domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B specifically recognize the H3K36 trimethylation mark ([@B118],[@B119]) and are essential for the targeting of the enzymes to pericentromeric chromatin ([@B16],[@B17]). It has been suggested that the PWWP domain of DNMT3 enzymes would synergistically bind the H3K36me3 histone tail and the DNA through its conserved aromatic cage and a positively charged surface, respectively ([@B115]--[@B117]).

The part of DNMT3A and DNMT3B N-terminal to the PWWP domain is the least conserved region between both enzymes. Consequently, this part may be responsible for targeting of the enzymes to different genomic loci. This domain binds DNA ([@B120]) and is important for anchoring of the enzymes to nucleosomes ([@B18],[@B119]). However, up to date no specific molecular or biological function has been assigned to this part.

The C-terminal domains of all three DNMT3 proteins adopt the typical AdoMet-dependent MTase fold. The C-terminal domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B share 81% sequence identity and contain the catalytic centers of the enzymes. The C-terminal domain of DNMT3L also shares clear homology with the other family members, but it contains several amino acid exchanges and deletions within the conserved DNA-(cytosine C5)-MTase motifs, indicating that DNMT3L cannot have catalytic activity and it is unable to bind AdoMet. In contrast to the catalytic domain of DNMT1, the catalytic domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B are active in an isolated form ([@B121]) and have been used as model systems to study the catalytic mechanism and specificity of the DNMT3 proteins. Interestingly, the isolated catalytic domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B show higher enzymatic activity than the full-length proteins, indicating that the N-terminal domains allosterically inhibit the activity of the enzymes ([@B122]), similarly as observed for DNMT1. Furthermore, kinetic experiments showed that binding of the ADD domain of DNMT3A to H3 tail peptides stimulates the activity of the enzyme ([@B112]--[@B113],[@B122]). The molecular explanation for both these observations was provided recently by a seminal structural and biochemical study showing that the ADD domain of DNMT3A directly interacts with the catalytic domain of the methyltransferase and exerts an autoinhibitory function in the absence of histones (see below) ([@B113]) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Structure and allosteric regulation of DNMT3A. The picture shows the structure of the DNMT3A/3L heterotetramer ([@B123]). The ADD domain of the dark blue DNMT3A subunit is shown in the autoinhibitory conformation (orange) and in the catalytically active allosteric conformation (red) ([@B113]), the ADD domain of the cyan DNMT3A subunit has been omitted for clarity. Binding of the H3 peptide (purple) to the ADD domain occurs by interaction with residues, which are involved in the autoinhibitory-binding interface. Therefore, peptide binding is only possible in the active conformation and this conformation is consequently stabilized in the presence of the H3 peptide ([@B113],[@B122]).](gkw723fig5){#F5}

Tetrameric structure of the DNMT3A/DNMT3L C-terminal complex {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------------

Up to date, structures containing truncated DNMT3A--DNMT3L complexes ([@B113],[@B123]) and one structure of full-length DNMT3L ([@B110]) have been solved. In addition, the structures of the isolated ADD and PWWP domains in a free and peptide-bound form are available ([@B111],[@B116]--[@B117]). The structure of the complex of the C-terminal domains of DNMT3A/DNMT3L was solved in 2007, being the first published structure of a mammalian DNMT ([@B123]). It showed that the complex forms a linear heterotetramer consisting of two DNMT3L subunits (at the edges of the tetramer) and two DNMT3A subunits (in the center) ([@B123]) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The heterotetrameric structure of the complex was confirmed in solution ([@B124]). The structure revealed that the C-terminal domain of DNMT3A contains two interfaces for protein--protein contacts: a hydrophobic one generated by the stacking interaction of two phenylalanine residues (called FF interface), which mediates the DNMT3A/DNMT3L interaction, and a polar one stabilized by a hydrogen bonding network between arginine and aspartate residues from both subunits (called RD interface), which mediates DNMT3A/DNMT3A interaction. In contrast, DNMT3L contains only the FF interface since the region corresponding to the RD interface is absent. Residual electron density of the DNA ligand observed in the structure analysis and biochemical studies using interface mutants demonstrated that the central DNMT3A/DNMT3A interface creates the DNA binding site, while both interfaces are essential for AdoMet binding and catalytic activity ([@B123],[@B124]). The dimerization of DNMT3A via the RD interface increases the size of the DNA interface and may therefore compensate for the small TRD of DNMT3A.

The spacing of the two active centers facing the DNA at the RD interface predisposes DNMT3A to optimally methylate CpG sites present in a distance of ∼10 bps. Indeed, *in vitro* methylation experiments demonstrated that there is a correlation of methylation between CpG sites localized ∼10 bps apart ([@B123],[@B124]). Interestingly, an enrichment of CpG sites in such distance was observed in the differentially methylated regions (DMRs) of 12 maternally imprinted mouse genes, which are known biological substrates of the DNMT3A/DNMT3L complex, suggesting that the favorable CpG spacing could make these sequences good substrates for the MTase complex ([@B123]). Later, a 10 bps periodicity of methylation densities was observed in genome-wide methylation studies in human and plant DNA ([@B91],[@B125]--[@B128]), suggesting that it represents a general pattern of genomic DNA methylation. Chodavarapu *et al*. (2010) proposed that this pattern might reflect limitations of the access to the DNA by nucleosomes due to the alternating exposure of the minor and major groove of the nucleosomal DNA with the same periodicity ([@B127]). However, none of these models to explain the 10 bp periodicity is flawless, because on one hand, the enzyme(s) potentially responsible for the 10 bps methylation periodicity in plants are not known, and on the other hand, the 10 bp periodicity was also observed outside of the nucleosome in the linker DNA. Hence, additional work is needed to further investigate these fundamental processes.

DNMT3A structures revealing allosteric control of its activity {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Recently, new structures of a longer DNMT3A C-terminal fragment including the ADD domain in complex with the C-terminal domain of DNMT3L have been solved ([@B113]). They made an additional seminal contribution to our understanding of the mechanism of this enzyme by showing that the ADD domain can bind to the catalytic domain at two distinct sites, an allosteric one and an inhibitory one, creating two alternative conformations. ADD binding to the allosteric site keeps the enzyme active, while its binding to the inhibitory site blocks access of the DNA to the active center and inhibits catalysis ([@B113]) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that the catalytic activity of DNMT3A, like that of DNMT1, is under allosteric control by rearrangements of its N-terminal domains, illustrating a fascinating convergence of the regulatory mechanisms of these two enzymes. Similarly as in DNMT1, protein partners and PMTs can influence the equilibrium of the active and inactive conformations. For example, the stimulatory effect of H3 on DNMT3A depends on its binding to the ADD domain, leading to the stabilization of the ADD at the allosteric binding site (see below) ([@B113],[@B122]).

Specificity of DNMT3 enzymes {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------

Consistent with their designation as *de novo* MTases, DNMT3A and DNMT3B do not discriminate between hemimethylated and unmethylated DNA substrates. Although both enzymes methylate cytosine residues predominantly in the context of CpG dinucleotides, they can also introduce methylation in a non-CpG context with an apparent preference for CA \>\> CT \> CC; and methylation rates at non-CpG sites can be as high as 50% of the rates at CpG sites ([@B15],[@B129]--[@B130]). In contrast, the non-CpG methylation rates of DNMT1 are much lower (below 0.5% of what is observed with hemimethylated CpG sites) ([@B49]--[@B50]), indicating that the non-CpG methylation directly reflects the activity of DNMT3 enzymes. Consistently, methylated non-CpG sites are widespread in embryonic stem (ES) cells and brain, where DNMT3A and DNMT3B enzymes are highly expressed, but not in cells where DNMT3 enzymes are expressed only at low levels ([@B126],[@B131]--[@B133]). However, a recent study revealed the presence of non-CpG methylation at lower levels in almost all human tissues ([@B134]), indicating that DNMT3 activity is indeed present in most tissues and it contributes to the overall DNA methylation patterns. Studies with different DNMT KO cell lines also confirmed that DNMT3 enzymes introduce non-CpG methylation in cells ([@B135],[@B136]). A first glimpse into the biological role of non-CpG methylation was provided recently with the observation that non-CpG methylation can recruit MeCP2 ([@B133],[@B137]--[@B138]), disruption of which is implicated in the Rett syndrome and that this process is involved in the repression of long genes in the brain ([@B137]).

In addition to their preference for the methylation of CpG sites, both DNMT3A and DNMT3B are very sensitive to the sequences flanking their target sites. This is illustrated by the finding that CpG sites embedded in certain flanking sequences cannot be methylated by DNMT3A at all ([@B139]). It has been shown that purine bases are preferred at the 5′ end of the CpG sites, whereas pyrimidines are favored at their 3′ end ([@B139]--[@B141]). Interestingly, experimental flanking sequence preferences of DNMT3A and DNMT3B correlate with the statistical data on the methylation level of CpG sites found in the human genome ([@B91],[@B141]), suggesting that the inherent sequence preferences of *de novo* enzymes contribute to the selection of genomic regions that undergo methylation. One further consequence of the strong flanking sequence preferences of DNMT3A and DNMT3B is that both DNA strands of a CpG site, which are embedded in an asymmetric flanking sequence context, usually differ strongly in their ability to undergo methylation by DNMT3. This leads to the preferential methylation of one strand by the DNMT3 enzymes, generating hemimethylated products. Consistently, hemimethylated sites were detected in ES cells ([@B136]). *In vitro* experiments demonstrated that the products of DNMT3A methylation can be readily methylated by DNMT1 and both enzymes act synergistically to promote efficient *de novo* methylation of unmethylated DNA ([@B82]).

A deeper mechanistic understanding of the non-CpG recognition and flanking sequence preferences of DNMT3 enzymes awaits the availability of structures of DNMT3 enzymes with bound substrate DNA. An initial mutational analysis of residues in the (at that time putative) DNA binding site of DNMT3A showed that exchanges of critical residues pointing toward the DNA in the structural model caused massive changes of flanking sequence preferences of DNMT3A ([@B32]). These data confirmed that DNA binding and recognition is mediated by the cleft formed by the RD interface. Interestingly, the residues that potentially contact the DNA include R881, a residue frequently mutated in AML cancer ([@B9]), raising the possibility that this mutation might affect the DNA interaction of DNMT3A. In addition, some residues pointing toward the DNA binding cleft differ between DNMT3A and DNMT3B, suggesting that DNMT3A and DNMT3B might differ in their specificity.

Mechanism of DNMT3 enzymes {#SEC3-5}
--------------------------

Initial studies with the C-terminal domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B showed an interesting difference in the catalytic mechanism of both enzymes. While DNMT3B methylated multiple CpG sites in a processive manner, DNMT3A was distributive, dissociating from DNA after each catalytic turnover ([@B121]). Later, it was reported that DNMT3A methylates DNA in a processive manner and that the processivity is increased by DNMT3L ([@B142]). However, DNMT3A also binds cooperatively to DNA, forming large multimeric protein/DNA fibers ([@B123]--[@B124],[@B143]) (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These properties appear mutually exclusive, because the concept of a processive turnover is based on isolated enzyme complexes moving along a DNA substrate, which is not compatible with protein complexes multimerizing on DNA. Recent biochemical studies did not detect processive DNA methylation by DNMT3A ([@B144]).

![Multimerization of DNMT3A and DNMT3A/DNMT3L complexes. (**A**) Structure of the DNMT3A--DNMT3L complex with bound DNA. (**B**) Schematic model of multimerization of the DNMT3A/DNMT3L complexes on DNA. (**C**) Magnification of a part of B showing the access of active centers of the central DNMT3A subunits to both DNA strands of CpG sites (yellow boxes). (**D**) Schematic model of DNMT3A protein multimerization and binding to several DNA molecules. (**E**) Combination of both multimerization processes leading to the 2D multimerization of DNMT3A.](gkw723fig6){#F6}

Regulation of DNMT3 enzymes by protein oligomerization {#SEC3-6}
------------------------------------------------------

DNMT3 enzymes exhibit a complex oligomerization and multimerization potential, including two independent orthogonal multimerization reactions ([@B145]). First, DNMT3A multimerizes on DNA and binds to it in a cooperative manner (horizontal polymerization), and secondly, DNMT3A can form protein oligomers able to bind to more than one DNA molecule (vertical polymerization) (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

### Multimerization of DNMT3A and DNMT3A/DNMT3L on DNA {#SEC3-6-1}

As described above, DNMT3A forms a linear heterotetrameric complex with DNMT3L, in which two central DNMT3A subunits interacting via the RD interface generate the DNA binding site ([@B123],[@B124]) (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). DNA binding by DNMT3A is non-specific ([@B143]) and cooperative, as confirmed by different methods, including absence of binding intermediates in gel retardation assays and sigmoidal binding curves of DNA substrates in solution DNA binding experiments ([@B123]--[@B124],[@B143]--[@B144]). The cooperative binding of DNMT3A (and DNMT3A/DNMT3L) complexes next to each other on DNA leads to the formation of DNMT3--DNA filaments observed by atomic force microscopy imaging ([@B124],[@B143]) (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, two adjacent DNMT3 complexes in such filament can contact the cytosine residues in the upper and lower DNA strand of the same CpG site, providing an option for the enzyme to directly methylate one CpG site in both DNA strands (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The 10 bps spacing between the two active centers within the DNMT3 complexes leads to a characteristic profile of DNA methylation introduced by the DNMT3A multimers on DNA, with peaks observed at distances of 8--10 bps ([@B124]).

The interface of adjacent DNMT3A complexes bound to DNA was mapped to a loop within the putative TRD of DNMT3A, and mutation of residues within this loop disrupted multimerization ([@B143]). Interestingly, it also led to the loss of heterochromatic enrichment of DNMT3A, suggesting that cooperative DNA binding and multimerization of DNMT3A complexes on DNA contribute to the heterochromatic localization of the enzyme in cells. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that the cooperative binding of DNMT3A to long DNA substrates increases the rate of DNA methylation *in vitro* ([@B144]) and in targeted DNA methylation experiments in cells (Stepper *et al*., manuscript submitted for publication), indicating that it is important for DNA methylation by DNMT3A.

Cooperative DNA binding of DNMT3A increases its DNA binding affinity and reduces the rate of dissociation, which might help anchoring the MTase on DNA, providing a molecular explanation for its strong binding to methylated chromatin ([@B18],[@B19]). However, the exact role of the cooperative DNA binding of DNMT3A in live cells needs further investigation and the sizes of DNMT3A--DNA filaments in cells are currently unknown. Based on the crystal structure, one may speculate that binding of up to five DNMT3 protein complexes would be possible in the linker DNA regions of chromatin. This is in agreement with biochemical data showing preferential methylation of linker DNA by DNMT3 enzymes *in vitro* ([@B146]--[@B148]). Similarly, *in vivo* studies showed that DNMT3B expressed in yeast preferentially methylates linker DNA ([@B149]) and an analogous methylation pattern was observed after reintroduction of the DNMT3 enzymes into DNMT3 KO ES cell lines ([@B119]). Interestingly, genome-wide methylation studies revealed that DNA bound to nucleosomes is higher methylated on average than linker DNA ([@B127]). However, in this study methylation levels reflected the steady-state of both the methylation and demethylation activities, and it is very plausible that nucleosome occupancy also reduces the accessibility of the DNA for DNA demethylation processes. In contrast, in the yeast study, DNA demethylation activity is absent, therefore, the observed methylation pattern directly reflects the DNMT activity.

Longer DNMT3 filaments might form if DNMT3 binding is coupled to nucleosome remodeling. Consistently, DNMT3 enzymes form complexes with various chromatin remodelers, including SMARCA4 ([@B150]), CHD4 ([@B151]), hSNF2 ([@B152]) and HELLS ([@B153],[@B154]). Notably, the interaction with HELLS is essential for *de novo* DNA methylation ([@B155],[@B156]). In line with this model, remodeling activity promotes the methylation of nucleosomal DNA ([@B148]).

### Protein multimerization of DNMT3 enzymes {#SEC3-6-2}

Aside its ability to form heterotetrameric complexes with DNMT3L and to polymerize on DNA, DNMT3A alone can also form protein filaments (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), which can lead to its reversible aggregation, as observed in different studies ([@B157],[@B158]). This is possible, because the FF interface of the DNMT3A/DNMT3L tetramer is symmetric, so that it also supports the interaction of two DNMT3A molecules in addition to the interaction of DNMT3A with DNMT3L. Hence, each DNMT3A subunit contains two interfaces for self-interactions, the RD interface and the FF interface and the alternative use of both interfaces leads to the formation of linear DNMT3A protein fibers. Notably, addition of DNMT3L directs the preferential formation of defined DNMT3A/DNMT3L heterotetramers that cannot oligomerize further, because DNMT3L does not contain an RD interface and therefore functions as a cap in DNMT3 protein multimerization. As described below, this process is implicated in the release of DNMT3A from heterochromatic sites ([@B157]).

Since each RD interface of an DNMT3A oligomer constitutes a potential DNA binding site, the protein oligomers can bind to more than one DNA molecule, provided that they are oriented roughly in parallel ([@B157]) (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and a combination of both multimerization reactions could lead to the formation of two-dimensional (2D) DNMT3--DNA networks (Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The ability to form protein oligomers plays a central role in the heterochromatin localization of DNMT3A, as non-oligomerizing DNMT3A mutants affected at any of the two interfaces lost the ability to bind to heterochromatin, despite the presence of intact PWWP and ADD domains. Since heterochromatic DNA is densely packed, it might provide several DNA strands for DNMT3A interaction in matching geometry, contributing to anchoring of DNMT3A to pericentromeric chromatin.

Despite significant progress in dissecting protein multimerization of the DNMT3 enzymes, many questions still await elucidation. For example, based on the sequence similarity and the interface conservation, DNMT3B is expected to self-oligomerize as well, however, the oligomeric state of DNMT3B is unknown at present. Similarly, DNMT3A forms catalytically active heterodimers with DNMT3B that use the same interfaces as described above for DNMT3A ([@B159]). However, the relative affinities for the self-interactions of DNMT3A and DNMT3B, as compared to the interaction of DNMT3A with DNMT3B at the two interfaces are unknown. Equally, the relative preferences of DNMT3A and DNMT3B for binding DNMT3L at the FF interface have not been determined, although the preferential formation of defined heterotetramers of DNMT3A and DNMT3L suggests that at the FF interface the DNMT3A/DNMT3L interaction is stronger than the self-interaction of DNMT3A. Finally, the direct proof for the existence of DNMT3 protein multimers in cells that are larger than the tetrameric structure observed in the DNMT3A/DNMT3L complex still needs to be provided.

Targeting and regulation of DNMT3 enzymes by direct chromatin interaction {#SEC3-7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ADD and the PWWP domains located in the N-terminal part of DNMT3 proteins were shown to target the MTases to chromatin carrying defined modifications. When combined with the DNA binding through DNMT3 multimerization, a multivalent interaction of the DNMT3 enzymes with chromatin occurs, which may explain the extraordinarily strong binding of these enzymes to nucleosomal heterochromatic DNA ([@B18],[@B19]).

### Binding of the DNMT3 ADD domain to H3 tails {#SEC3-7-1}

In 2007, binding of the H3 tails to the ADD domain of DNMT3L was described, a seminal discovery showing for the first time the direct targeting of a DNMT to chromatin via histone tail interactions ([@B110]). Today, it is clear that the ADD domains of all three DNMT3 proteins interact specifically with histone H3 tails (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and that the binding is disrupted by any larger modifications of K4 (di- and trimethylation or acetylation), phosphorylation of T6 or acetylation of the H3 N-terminus ([@B110]--[@B112],[@B160]). Interestingly, H3K4me1, which is observed at enhancers, hinders the binding of the ADD domain less strongly than di- or trimethylation ([@B112],[@B160]), however the functional consequences of this difference are unknown. The structures of the ADD domains from DNMT3A and DNMT3L in complex with histone H3 tail peptides were solved ([@B110]--[@B111],[@B113]). They showed several hydrogen bonding contacts to both the N-terminal and lysine 4 side chain amino groups that explain the specific recognition of the H3 peptide.

Binding to H3 tails directly activates DNMT3A by an allosteric mechanism ([@B122]) and stimulates the methylation of chromatin-bound DNA by DNMT3A *in vitro* ([@B112],[@B113]). These results indicate that the ADD domain of DNMT3A guides DNA methylation in response to specific histone modifications and provide strong evidence that DNA methyltransferases could be targeted to chromatin carrying specific marks. Indeed, a strong correlation of DNA methylation with the absence of H3K4me3 that was observed in several genome-wide studies ([@B90]--[@B91],[@B161]--[@B162]) suggests that this mechanism plays an important role in the generation of the genomic DNA methylation pattern. This hypothesis was recently experimentally verified, as DNMT3B artificially introduced into yeast did not methylate genomic regions with high H3K4me3 content ([@B149]) and a DNMT3A enzyme with an engineered ADD domain able to tolerate K4 methylation or T6 phosphorylation generated abnormal DNA methylation patterns in cells ([@B160]).

The mechanism of the regulation of DNMT3A activity by the ADD domain has recently been elucidated in a seminal structural analysis by Guo *et al*., which showed that unexpectedly the ADD domain could bind to the catalytic domain of DNMT3A at two alternative sites, an allosteric site and an autoinhibitory site, in which the ADD domain blocks the access of DNA to the DNA binding cleft, leading to enzyme inhibition ([@B113]). Different ADD residues contact the two regions of the catalytic domain in the two conformations. Strikingly, critical residues contacting the catalytic domain in the autoinhibitory conformation (like D529 and D531) are also involved in direct interactions with the H3 peptide ([@B113]). Binding of the H3 peptide to the ADD domain consequently favors the allosteric conformation and activates DNMT3A ([@B112]--[@B113],[@B122]). In extrapolation, it is very likely that other DNMT3A interaction partners (particularly if the binding occurs via the ADD domain) and PTMs can affect the conformation of DNMT3A in a similar manner and thereby directly regulate the catalytic activity of the enzyme. Moreover, given the fact that the DNMT3 enzymes contain additional N-terminal domains, which would also be rearranged if the ADD domain changes its binding site, it is quite conceivable that the allosteric control also affects the multimerization and eventually processivity of DNMT3 enzymes.

### Binding of the DNMT3 PWWP domain to H3 tails methylated at K36 {#SEC3-7-2}

The PWWP domain is essential for the targeting of DNMT3A and DNMT3B to pericentromeric chromatin ([@B16],[@B17]) and to gene bodies via specific recognition of histone H3 tails trimethylated at lysine 36 ([@B118]). This finding explains the genome-wide correlation of DNA methylation and H3K36me3 methylation, both in gene bodies, as well as in heterochromatin. H3K36me3 accumulates in euchromatin in the body of active genes and its distribution is anti-correlated with H3K4me3 ([@B163]--[@B167]). DNA methylation of gene bodies mirrors that pattern, with gene bodies of active genes showing high and those of inactive genes low methylation ([@B168],[@B169]). A correlation of H3K36me3 and DNA methylation was also observed at exon--intron boundaries, with exons showing increased levels of both H3K36me3 ([@B170]) and DNA methylation ([@B161]). In addition, a subset of heterochromatin containing repetitive sequences with copy number variations is strongly enriched in H3K36me3 ([@B171]), illustrating that direct recognition of this mark by the PWWP domain of DNMT3A contributes to the heterochromatic localization of the enzyme. The combined targeting of DNMT3A and DNMT3B by their ADD and PWWP domains explains the strong correlation of DNA methylation with the absence of H3K4me3 and presence of H3K36me3 observed in genome-wide DNA methylation studies ([@B90],[@B161]).

The central role of K36 methylation in the targeting of DNMT3 enzymes has been lately experimentally confirmed in yeast ([@B149]). In addition, a recent study showed that the methylation of gene bodies by DNMT3B in embryonic cells directly depends on both the H3K36 methylation and an intact PWWP domain ([@B119]). Interestingly, the interaction of DNMT3A with H3K36me3 increases the activity of DNMT3A on modified chromatin in *in vitro* ([@B118]), suggesting that binding to H3 tails methylated at K36 might have effects beyond the targeting of the DNMT3 enzymes. However, whether there exists an allosteric mechanism connecting the PWWP domain with the catalytic domain, similarly as observed for the ADD domain, remains currently unknown.

In addition to H3 peptide binding, the PWWP domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B can interact with DNA, with DNMT3B PWWP binding DNA more strongly ([@B116],[@B172]). Moreover, a combined interaction with methylated H3K36 and DNA has been observed for other PWWP domains as well ([@B118],[@B173]). This finding is not unexpected, as the K36 side chain emerges from the nucleosome body next to the bound DNA. Simultaneous H3K36me3 and DNA binding by PWWP domains are mediated by two adjacent interfaces, one featuring an aromatic cage for peptide binding and the other one presenting a basic region for DNA interaction. Recently, a mechanism for the recognition of nucleosomes and subsequent DNA methylation by DNMT3A was proposed, based on a structural model of the full-length DNMT3A/DNMT3L heterotetramer in complex with an H3K36me3-modified dinucleosome ([@B117]). It suggested that the targeting of DNMT3A occurs through a specific recognition and binding of H3K36me3 and DNA by the PWWP domain, which is followed by an activation of the catalytic domain through the binding of H3 tails unmodified at K4 to the ADD domain, resulting in the methylation of nearby cytosines by the catalytic domain. In addition, this model incorporates that DNA methylation by the heterotetramer preferentially occurs on the linker DNA between the nucleosomes, which is in agreement with the results of *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies, as described above ([@B119],[@B146]--[@B149]).

Regulation of DNMT3 enzymes by interacting proteins {#SEC3-8}
---------------------------------------------------

Many proteins with important roles in chromatin biology were found to interact with DNMT3A though the ADD domain, including protein lysine methyltransferases SUV39H1 ([@B174]), SETDB1 ([@B175]) and E2H2 ([@B176]), deacetylase HDAC1, reading domain proteins, including HP1-beta ([@B174]), Mbd3 ([@B150]) and MeCP2 ([@B177],[@B178]) (Rajavelu *et al*., manuscript in preparation), as well as transcriptional factors PU.1 ([@B179]), Myc ([@B180]) and RP58 ([@B181]) and remodeling factors hSNF2 ([@B152]) and SMARCA4 ([@B150]). In addition, the ZHX1 (zinc-finger and homeobox protein 1) interacts with the PWWP domain of DNMT3B and enhances DNMT3B-mediated transcriptional repression ([@B182]) and HP1alpha recruits DNMT3B to major satellite repeats at pericentric heterochromatin, contributing to their methylation ([@B183]). However, up to date, only the interaction of DNMT3 enzymes with DNMT3L has been studied in greater mechanistic details, revealing important roles for DNMT3L in targeting, allosteric regulation and control of multimerization of the *de novo* MTases. Notably, in light of the emerging concept of DNMT3 regulation by domain rearrangements, the numerous additional interactors could have a direct impact not only on the targeting, but also on the activity of the methyltransferases. Therefore, in order to understand the regulation of DNMT3 enzymes in cells, further efforts delineating the molecular mechanism of these interactions are urgently needed. In particular, direct effects on the catalytic activity via allosteric mechanisms should be investigated.

### DNMT3A--DNMT3L interaction {#SEC3-8-1}

DNMT3L co-localizes with both DNMT3A and DNMT3B in mammalian cells ([@B184]). It directly interacts with its C-terminal domain with the catalytic domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3B and stimulates the activity of both enzymes *in vivo* ([@B185],[@B186]) and *in vitro* ([@B158],[@B187]--[@B188]). DNMT3L is expressed during gametogenesis and embryonic stages, where it functions as a stimulatory factor of DNTM3A and is needed for the establishment of DNA methylation patterns in the developing germ line cells ([@B184],[@B189]--[@B190]). The structure of the complex of the C-terminal domains of DNMT3A and DNMT3L provided the mechanistic explanation for the observed stimulatory effect of DNMT3L by revealing that the interaction of both proteins through the FF interface influences the structure of DNMT3A via the α-helices C, D and E. Residues from these helices directly interact with the key catalytic and AdoMet binding residues, which may explain the positive effect DNMT3L exerts on DNMT3A AdoMet binding and catalysis ([@B123]).

As described above, binding of DNMT3L to DNMT3A leads to the disruption of DNMT3A protein oligomers. Importantly, it also changes the sub-nuclear localization of DNMT3A in cells (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). *In vivo*, DNMT3L was shown to release DNMT3A from heterochromatin, by converting large DNMT3A oligomers into defined tetramers, which are homogenously distributed in the cell nucleus ([@B157]). The redistribution of DNMT3A may be important for the methylation of imprinted differentially methylated regions (DMRs) and other targets in gene promoters, which generally are euchromatic. This finding goes in line with the discovery that DNMT3L favors DNA methylation in gene bodies ([@B191]). Hence, DNMT3L, which was originally discovered as a stimulator of DNMT3A ([@B188]), also changes the sub-nuclear localization of this enzyme ([@B157]), providing the first example of a protein partner that influences multiple aspects of DNMT3A function. Recent data indicate that the combined regulation of activity and localization of DNMT3A also applies to other regulatory cues (see below for the CK2-mediated phosphorylation of DNMT3A) and might be a general mechanism of regulation for this family of enzymes (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mechanisms regulating the activity and localization of DNMT3A. Interactors and PTMs regulate the activity and localization in a concerted fashion. DNMT3L stimulates DNMT3A and promotes its euchromatic localization. Contrarily, CK2-mediated phosphorylation downregulates the activity of DNMT3A and promotes its heterochromatic localization, where the interaction with modified H3 tails could allosterically stimulate the enzyme.](gkw723fig7){#F7}

Interestingly, recently an investigation of the function of catalytically inactive DNMT3B isoforms has shown that these proteins stimulate DNA methylation by DNMT3B ([@B192]). The observation that DNMT3L is predominantly expressed in undifferentiated cells while the DNMT3B isoforms are expressed in differentiated cells and also in tumor cells brought the authors to the proposal that the DNMT3B isoforms can functionally substitute DNMT3L in these cells. The molecular mechanism of the stimulation has not yet been clarified in detail.

Regulation of DNMT3 enzymes by nucleic acid binding {#SEC3-9}
---------------------------------------------------

Similar as in DNMT1, additional DNA binding sites have been identified in the N-terminal parts of the DNMT3 enzymes, but their exact role in DNMT3 function remains unknown. As described above, the isolated PWWP domain of DNMT3B features a DNA binding activity ([@B116]) and an additional DNA binding site was detected in the PWWP domain of DNMT3A as well ([@B172]). Equally, the very N-terminal part of DNMT3A is able to bind DNA ([@B120]). Moreover, it was shown that long non-coding RNAs bind strongly to the catalytic domain of DNMT3A, causing inhibition of the enzyme ([@B193]). The authors also detected binding of RNA to allosteric sites that did not change the catalytic activity. Besides, it was shown that a non-coding RNA derived from the rDNA promoter binds to the promoter forming RNA/DNA triplex structures that are specifically recognized by DNMT3B, establishing a novel pathway of RNA-directed DNA methylation ([@B194],[@B195]). Future work will show if RNA triplex-based recruitment emerges as new and general principle of the RNA-dependent recruitment of DNMTs and other chromatin interacting enzymes.

Regulation of DNMT3A by phosphorylation {#SEC3-10}
---------------------------------------

The regulation of the DNMT3 enzymes by phosphorylation has not been studied almost at all, despite the fact that more than 70 phosphorylation sites have been identified in DNMT3A and DNMT3B in global proteomics studies (<http://www.phosphosite.org>). So far, only one PTM of DNMT3 enzymes has been studied in greater mechanistic depth ([@B196]). Casein kinase 2 (CK2), a so-called survival protein kinase that suppresses cancer cell death and is often upregulated in cancers, was shown to phosphorylate DNMT3A at two sites; S386 and S389, which are located next to the PWWP domain. The CK2-mediated phosphorylation increases the heterochromatic targeting of DNMT3A and reduces its DNA methylation activity. This effect was reflected by changes in the cellular DNA methylation after CK2 knockout, which may explain global hypomethylation in cancer cells overexpressing CK2. These data nicely support our model that the combined regulation of enzymatic activity and localization is a general principle in the regulation of DNMT3A (as already observed for DNMT3L interaction) (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Whether allosteric processes mediate this regulation is not known at present.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK {#SEC4}
=======================

After almost 40 years of intensive research in the DNA methylation field, we have learned a great deal about the biochemical, structural and enzymatic properties of the mammalian DNA methyltransferases. However, the regulation of these fascinating enzymes in cells has only begun to be uncovered. Importantly, it has been lately realized that the precise control of DNMT activity is critically involved in the generation and maintenance of the dynamic DNA methylation patterns in living cells. Recent crystallographic studies with DNMT1 and DNMT3A revealed that both enzymes unexpectedly undergo large domain rearrangements, which allosterically regulate their catalytic activity. This unforeseen discovery has led to the important conclusion that by influencing domain rearrangements, any PTMs or interaction partner (be it a protein, an allosteric DNA or a non-coding RNA) at various parts of the methyltransferases could directly regulate the enzymatic activity and specificity of the DNMTs via allosteric effects, providing new and fascinating perspectives on the investigation of the effects of interactors and PTMs on these enzymes.

The combined regulation of targeting of DNMTs with the regulation of their activity strongly increases the efficiency of DNMT control, because the enzymes can be kept inactive until they are delivered to their target regions and only become activated at these sites. The need for a very tight control of the activity of critical enzymes might explain, why similar allosteric regulation mechanisms evolved for several other epigenetic enzymes as well, including the MLL, SUV39H1 and PRC2 histone methyltransferases, which deliver the H3K4, K9 and K27 methylation marks, respectively ([@B197]--[@B199]).

Finally, non-coding RNAs have been recognized as an emerging player in chromatin regulation ([@B200],[@B201]) and RNA molecules were shown to influence DNA methylation. In plants, a process of RNA-dependent DNA methylation exists, in which the RNA sequence directly guides DNA methylation ([@B202]). Although this pathway is absent in mammals, binding of small and long non-coding RNAs to mammalian DNMTs was shown to guide and regulate their activity. In addition, the piRNA-mediated DNA methylation in the germ line of many animals, including mammals ([@B203]), recapitulates many features of an RNA-directed DNA methylation pathway, but it is not yet understood at molecular level. The direct targeting and regulation of DNA methylation by genome-encoded non-coding RNAs adds another dimension to the complex interplay between genetic information (encoded in the DNA sequence) and epigenetic information (encoded in the chromatin modification pattern, including DNA methylation).
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